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Sound Royalties Announces Support of the 2018 ASCAP Latin Music Awards

Sound Royalties, a leading finance firm that services professionals in the music industry,
announced today its sponsorship of the 2018 ASCAP Latin Music Awards, continuing to
demonstrate its support for the Latin music industry. The show will take place on March 6,
2018 in New York City.

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (PRWEB) March 06, 2018 -- Sound Royalties, LLC, a leading specialty finance
firm for music professionals, today announced its support of the upcoming 2018 ASCAP Latin Music Awards
as one of the event's newest sponsors. The event will take place today, March 6, 2018 in New York City, NY.
Representatives from Sound Royalties' leadership team will be in attendance and the company will be
acknowledged for its support.

This new sponsorship builds upon Sound Royalties' longstanding relationships within the Latin music industry.
Sound Royalties has previously worked with various Latin artists and music professionals such as Eliel Lind,
Diego Lopez and more.

"Sound Royalties is thrilled to participate in this year's ASCAP Latin Music Awards," said Sound Royalties
Founder and CEO Alex Heiche, who is a leading advocate for the rights of songwriters and other music
professionals. "We deeply value the remarkable talent that the musicians and artists in this genre bring to the
entire music industry and we look forward to growing our working relationships with more Latin music
professionals in 2018."

Gabriela Gonzalez, Vice President of ASCAP's Latin Membership Department added: "We are excited to
welcome Sound Royalties as one our newest sponsors and supporters of the ASCAP Latin Music Awards. They
join us in celebrating the outstanding Latin music songwriters and publishers who create the songs that we all
love."

Heading into its 26th year, the annual ASCAP Latin Music Awards show is dedicated to honoring and
showcasing artists and individuals shaping the future of Latin music. The event will include the presentation of
the ASCAP Golden Note Award to Gente De Zona, the ASCAP Vanguard Award to Eduardo Cabra, aka
VISITANTE and member of Trending Tropics, as well as ASCAP Latin Music Songwriter of the Year,
Songwriter/Artist of the Year, Publisher of the Year, Song of the Year and more. The evening will also feature
performances and appearances by current popular Latin stars and musicians.

About Sound Royalties

Founded by CEO Alex Heiche, Sound Royalties, LLC is a privately-owned specialty finance firm that helps
music industry professionals fund personal and professional projects while allowing them to retain the rights to
their music and royalties. The company's core business is offering royalty advances of anywhere from $5,000 to
$10 million, without having to deal with credit issues, while preserving all rights to the artist's music. It does
this by advancing artist royalties paid through music labels, digital performance royalties paid through Sound
Exchange, songwriter royalties and performance royalties paid through music publishers and Performing Rights
Organizations such as ASCAP, BMI and SESAC, and music streaming royalties from Spotify, Apple Music
and YouTube. To date, Sound Royalties, LLC has worked with a wide range of leading music industry
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professionals, including Grammy Award winners, platinum recording artists and notable music industry
executives in every genre. Learn more at https://www.soundroyalties.com.
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Contact Information
Pamela Armstrong
Sound Royalties
http://https://soundroyalties.com/?id=8292
+1 954-379-2115 x3

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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